Approximately a decade ago, the Global Financial Crisis ("GFC") shook the foundations of the banking sector and threatened financial stability globally, albeit it was centered in the western economies. Asia’s turn took place more than 20 years ago, during the Asian Financial Crisis. Governments, authorities and the banking sector have evolved significantly since then, establishing safeguards to protect the system when another crisis hits.

We are now faced with a new storm. How does this COVID-19 crisis impact the banking sector differently compared to past crises and what can we learn from recent history? Safeguards will now be put to the test – will they be enough or will more need to be done? As we navigate through these challenging times, the South East Asian Central Banks (SEACEN) Research and Training Centre and the Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation (PIDM), have organized a high profile Asia focused webinar which brings together various experts in the field who will share their experience from previous crises and thoughts on practical actions for banking system stakeholders in this crisis. Discussion topics will include Contingency planning, Asset Quality Reviews, Portfolio Sales, NPL securitisations, Asset Management Companies, and other tools.

Distinguished guest speakers include Mr. Andrew Gracie, the former Resolution Director for the Bank of England, Ms. Yvonne Chia, the Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank Malaysia, who will be joined by Dr. Lana Soelistianingsih, CEO of the Indonesia Deposit Insurance Corporation (LPS), Dr. Cyn-Yong Park, Director at the Asia Development Bank (ADB), Mr. Rafiz Azuan Abdullah, CEO of PIDM, Dr. Mangal Goswami, Executive Director of The SEACEN Centre, Mr. Tim Pagett, APAC Financial Services Industry Leader of Deloitte and Mr. Chi-Nang Kong, Asia Head of Global Portfolio Lead Advisory Services (PLAS) at Deloitte.

Join us to hear first-hand from authorities, intergovernmental organizations and the private sector who will discuss and debate the issues impacting financial stability and recovery, as well as the practical implications for banks.

### Agenda

**Introduction**

Dr. Mangal Goswami, The SEACEN Centre

- **Banking Institution’s Perspective**
  
  Ms. Yvonne Chia (FCB) is a trail blazer for women in the ASEAN and Malaysian banking scene. In the last three decades, she has led the strategic transformation of several banks and successfully resolved a distressed institution. She will provide a first-hand account of her invaluable experience during the AFC, lessons learnt and what lies ahead.

- **Regulatory Perspective**
  
  Mr. Andrew Gracie played a central role in the successful recovery of UK’s banking sector during the last recession. He will share his views on the current crisis and the lessons learnt as a senior regulator.

- **Panel Discussion – Leadership during Crisis and Future Practical Actions**
  
  Moderated by Aziz Durrani, The SEACEN Centre

  **Panelists:**
  - Mr. Andrew Gracie
  - Dr. Lana Soelistianingsih
  - Mr. Tim Pagett
  - Mr. Chi-Nang Kong
  - Mr. Rafiz Azuan Abdullah
  - Dr. Cyn-Young Park

**Q&A**

**Webinar Details**

- **Date:** 4 August 2020
- **Time:** 16:00 – 18:00 MYT/SGT
  
  15:00 – 17:00 WIB/ICT

**Contact Details**

- Tim Pagett
  
  tpagett@deloitte.com.hk

- Chi-Nang Kong
  
  cnkong@deloitte.com
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Distinguished Speakers and Moderator

**Dr. Cyn-Young Park**  
Director, Economic Research and Regional Cooperation Department, ADB

Dr. Cyn-Young Park manages a team of economists to examine economic and policy issues related to regional cooperation and integration. She has been a main author and contributor to ADB’s flagship publications such as Asian Development Outlook and Asian Economic Integration Report. Her work also appeared in the Journal of Banking and Finance, the Journal of Financial Stability, and the Journal of Futures Markets.

**Ms. Yvonne Chia**  
Independent Non-executive Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank Malaysia

Yvonne (FCB) is known for her strong strategic leadership and execution capabilities in the banking industry in Malaysia and the region. She was Group MD and CEO of several high performing banking groups in Malaysia. An award winning banker, she also held the distinction of leading 2 banks concurrently for 18 months during the AFC, culminating in the merger of a distressed banking institution into RHB Bank.

**Dr. Lana Soelistianingsih**  
CEO, LPS

Dr. Soelistianingsih is responsible for the IDIC management and operations in order to administer its mandates as the deposit insurer and bank resolution authority of Indonesian banks. She holds a Doctoral degree in Economics from the University of Indonesia. She is one of the prominent women economists in Indonesia, with more than 20 years of experience in economic and financial research.

**Mr. Rafiz Azuan Abdullah**  
CEO, PIDM

Rafiz Azuan joined PIDM in 2007 and led the Insurance, Risk Assessment and Monitoring Division where he spearheaded the completion of the Risk Assessment System for PIDM and managed the establishment of the Risk Assessment and Differential Levy Systems Framework for insurer members before appointed as the CEO. He also plays an active role internationally. Rafiz Azuan is a member of International Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI)’s Executive Council and was previously the Chairman of IADI’s Islamic Deposit Insurance Technical Committee.

**Mr. Andrew Gracie**  
Former Executive Director for Resolution at the Bank of England and ex-chairman of the Financial Stability Board's Working Group on Resolution

Andrew Gracie is a senior central banker with broad experience in financial stability and regulation. He joined Deloitte as a Special Adviser, supporting clients on their resolution preparedness, including recovery and resilience planning. Andrew joined from the Bank of England where he chaired the Financial Stability Board’s working group on resolution. During a career which has overseen vast regulatory change, he has been at the forefront of introducing new domestic and international resolvability standards.

**Mr. Mangal Goswami**  
Executive Director, The SEACEN Centre

Mangal is currently the Executive Director at the SEACEN Centre in Kuala Lumpur. He was the Deputy Director at IMF-South Asia Regional Training and Technical Assistance Centre in New Delhi and the Deputy Director of the IMF’s Singapore Regional Training Institute (STI). He has a range of experience with IMF macro and macro-financial capacity development work in Asia. Notably, he was a member of selected IMF working groups during the Global Financial Crisis and participated in the IMF’s surveillance work on Large Complex Financial Institutions and was part of several Financial Sector Assessment Programs.

**Mr. Aziz Durrani**  
Senior Financial Sector Specialist, The SEACEN Centre

Aziz is responsible for providing technical assistance, capacity building and delivering training programmes to the SEACEN Centre’s 35 members and associate members on issues related to Supervision, Financial Stability, Risk Management, Climate Risk and Financial Market Infrastructures. Before joining the SEACEN Centre, Aziz spent 7 years working as a Senior Technical Specialist at the Bank of England / Prudential Regulation Authority.

**Mr. Tim Pagett**  
Financial Services Industry Leader, Deloitte Asia Pacific

Tim is the leader of the Financial Services Industry across Asia Pacific. His experience covers the full spectrum of audit, accounting, risk and consulting services for both financial and non-financial institutions in more than 14 countries. He has been based in China for the past 15 years and brings a unique combination of local and global experience garnered from living and working through the various global and local crises in the past 35 years.

**Mr. Chi-Nang Kong**  
Asia Head of PLAS, Deloitte

Chi-Nang currently leads the Portfolio Lead Advisory Services in Asia. He was a senior banker who headed Portfolio Strategy for the Global Non-Core Division of Lloyds Banking Group (LBG) during the GFC before joining Deloitte. As part of the senior executive team, he led the successful deleveraging of LBG’s $200bn of non-core assets across the world, including Asia, Europe and Latin America.
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